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Solver Corporate Performance 
Management Solution 
 

Enable faster and better business decisions 
Financial managers and executives in growth-focused organisations are looking to maximise  
decision-making capabilities for success in the ever-growing, competitive marketplace.  

Solver provides a single, cloud-based solution that automates reporting, consolidations, budgeting 
and forecasting processes, and supports faster and better decisions based on key information from 
across the organisation’s data sources.

Solver empowers users with 360 business insights that drives intelligent decisions and competitive  
advantages. Solver’s cloud-software suite provides 4 essential modules for financial managers:

REPORTING: 
Solver’s cloud suite offers modern, dynamic reporting with out-of-the-box integrations 
to many of the world’s most popular on-premise and cloud-based enterprise resource 
planning (ERP) systems.  

PLANNING:
A combination of automated budgeting and forecasting capabilities gives business  
leaders a comprehensive planning tool for future investments, cost control, reporting and 
analysis.

DASHBOARDS: 
With Solver’s cloud-based web portal, your reporting and budgeting users as well as  
executives can also get access to dashboards. Dashboards help unify your most important 
assets – your people and your data.

DATA WAREHOUSE: 
The Solver Data Warehouse is a next-generation, pre-configured data warehouse based 
on the world-leading Microsoft SQL Azure platform. Now all of your key data, whether 
in-house or cloud-based, can be stored and available for consolidated reporting, analysis, 
and dashboards.

Why Choose Storm Technology? 
 

Make the Solver deployment process seamless with assistance from Storm Technology experts 
who will work with you to transfer knowledge and help your organisation grow and gain 
complete insight into your business.

Leveraging over 25 years experience delivering innovative technology solutions across 
a wide range of industry sectors, Storm helps organisations like yours maximise return on  
technology investment. We work with you to build a roadmap for digital success,  
providing advisory consulting and technical expertise, all backed by a proven best practice  
methodology. 



 
 

Solution Capabilities 
 

Complete insight across your Organisation
 
Ranked by users as one of the top cloud CPM solutions in the world, Solver is built for the rapidly 
evolving demands of companies aspiring to thrive in todays marketplace.

Organisations use this solution to automate and streamline financial and operational reports, con-
solidations, and budgeting and forecasting processes. Solver CPM combines financial and other 
key data into a single tool, powered by the most flexible report and planning form designer on the 
market.

Solver’s modules can be used individually or together as a complete corporate performance man-
agement (CPM) suite based on your company’s unique requirements and priorities.

Solver Data Source Connector: 
Microsoft Dynamics Business Central 

Integration Platform
Solver offers a robust platform to streamline the movement of data both into Solver as well as 
out of Solver to your other applications.

Loading Data
Solver’s cloud platform includes an integration interface with scheduling of automated data 
loads and a number of generic as well as specific data source connectors.

Exporting Data 
Export completed budgets back to the ERP system or leverage BI tools like Microsoft Power BI 
by connecting these to Solver to export data to their dashboards. 
 

Excel Export 
Solver can deliver data to Excel files in virtually any format that matches the required import 
format of third-party solutions with auto-schedulinig via Solver’s Publisher.

Solver API
Using this secure API as well as a connector, data can be delivered to a third-party solution.

Automate and Streamline Your Reporting & Consolidation:
The easy-to-use and flexible report writer offers cloud-connected Excel report design with 
a modern browser-based web portal that provides finance professionals and end-users 
with powerful financial and operational reporting capabilities in a variety of layouts and 
presentation formats.

Budget, Forecast and Model with Diverse Data Types:
A modern budgeting solution not only provides process automation, time savings and 
more accuracy, but it also helps manage your financial expectations for future periods. 
The latest forecasting technology allows you to estimate your financial outcomes based on 
past data on a weekly, monthly or annual basis. These aspects of financial planning provide 
critical insights and competitive advantages for your company.

Access and Visualise Company Data for Quick Insights:
These powerful, web-based dashboards help you visualize trends, identify issues, and  
ultimately drive success, whether you deploy on-premises or in the Cloud. Solver’s Power 
BI connector and templates enables professional, near real-time dashboards for any data 
you load to the Solver Data Warehouse.

Leverage Consolidated Company Data for World Class Decisions:
Leverage diverse data types with a single, high performance data warehouse platform 
that you can configure for company-specific analytics. In this multi-cloud and multi-system  
enterprise technology era, a modern, pre-built data warehouse allows you and your team 
to hit the ground running with a solution that consolidates your company information.
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Get in touch
Storm Technology is an Irish owned and operated Microsoft 
Business Technology Consultancy and Solutions Partner. We 
specialise in building solutions that enable our clients to 
gain better value faster from their technology investment.
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